
Editing Wikipedia
The “wiki” in Wikipedia means anyone 
can edit any page at any time, even 
without creating an account. A system 
called wiki markup can change the 
text, format content and add links to 
other articles.

Anyone is invited to edit, as long as 
they abide by some general guidelines.

Neutral Point of View
Everything on Wikipedia must be written 
from a neutral point of view. Articles must 
not take sides, but instead should describe — 
accurately and without bias — all the significant 
viewpoints on the topic published in reliable 
sources. Argumentation or advocacy does not 
belong in Wikipedia articles.

Verifiability
Information in Wikipedia needs to be verifiable, 
based on reliable published sources. Include 
citations for the information you add, so that 
others can check it for themselves. 

Preferred sources include third-party material 
with a reputation for fact-checking:

• books published by academic presses

• peer-reviewed academic journals

• international news outlets

Copyright
All contributions to Wikipedia are required to 
be freely licensed, so they can be edited and 
redistributed worldwide. It’s important that 
content contributed to Wikipedia is written in 
your own words except for brief quotations. 
Public domain and other free content material 
are allowed to be added directly into Wikipedia.

FOR MORE INFO
WEB: http://enwp.org/WP:EDIT
   http://enwp.org/H:MARKUP

Editing Innovations
A lot has changed since Wikipedia’s 
early days to make editing easier

Citations and References
A system called Citoid helps to convert 
URL web links into fully formatted citations 
using the Zotero open source reference 
management system.

Visual Editor
In 2013, a new visual editing system was 
launched, allowing people to directly modify 
Wikipedia pages, without using complex wiki 
markup language.

Getting Started with Editing Edit (or Edit Source)
This brings you to the wiki markup for the 
article. Editing without creating an account 
is fine, though your Internet address will be 
recorded. Creating an account will hide your 
Internet address and provides a way to engage 
others in collaborative dialogue.

Wiki markup basics
Wiki markup is a simple language for precise control 
over the content and appearance of the page such as 
basic formatting and creating links to articles. Here 
are the basics of wiki markup formatting:

 

[[Library]]   Link to Wikipedia article Library

‘‘Economist’’  Italicize Economist

‘‘‘aperture’’’  Bold face aperture

== Education == Section heading Education

Place article in the Museums category

[[Category:Museums]]  

External link to Internet Archive 

[http://archive.org Internet Archive]

Reference to book 

<ref>Reiff, 1995, p.45</ref> 

Advanced reference to online resource 

<ref>{{Cite news|title = Can Wikipedia 
Survive?|url = http://www.nytimes.
com/2015/06/21/opinion/can-wikipedia-
survive.html|newspaper = The New York 
Times|date = 2015-06-20|first = Andrew|last 
= Lih}}</ref>

Saving with summary
Select “Show preview” to see how your edits will 
appear before saving. When you are done, write a 
one-line “Edit summary” to describe your changes and 
click “Submit changes.” This helps others examine the 
edit history of an article to determine what has been 
modified.

Library

Library at Melk Abbey in Austria

St. Florian Library at Melk Abbey in
Austria

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Library (disambiguation).

A library is a collection of sources of information and similar resources, made accessible to a
defined community for reference or borrowing.[1] It provides physical or digital access to
material, and may be a physical building or room, or a virtual space, or both.[2] A library's
collection can include books, periodicals, newspapers, manuscripts, films, maps, prints,
documents, microform, CDs, cassettes, videotapes, DVDs, Blu-ray Discs, e-books, audiobooks,
databases, and other formats. Libraries range in size from a few shelves of books to several
million items. In Latin and Greek, the idea of bookcase is represented by Bibliotheca and
Biblioth k  (Greek: ): derivatives of these mean library in many modern languages,
e.g. French bibliothèque.

The first libraries consisted of archives of the earliest form of writing—the clay tablets in
cuneiform script discovered in Sumer, some dating back to 2600 BC. Private or personal
libraries made up of written books appeared in classical Greece in the 5th century BC. In the 6th
century, at the very close of the Classical period, the great libraries of the Mediterranean world
remained those of Constantinople and Alexandria.

A library is organized for use and maintained by a public body, an institution, a corporation, or a
private individual. Public and institutional collections and services may be intended for use by
people who choose not to—or cannot afford to—purchase an extensive collection themselves,
who need material no individual can reasonably be expected to have, or who require
professional assistance with their research. In addition to providing materials, libraries also
provide the services of librarians who are experts at finding and organizing information and at
interpreting information needs. Libraries often provide quiet areas for studying, and they also
often offer common areas to facilitate group study and collaboration. Libraries often provide
public facilities for access to their electronic resources and the Internet. Modern libraries are
increasingly being redefined as places to get unrestricted access to information in many formats
and from many sources. They are extending services beyond the physical walls of a building, by
providing material accessible by electronic means, and by providing the assistance of librarians
in navigating and analyzing very large amounts of information with a variety of digital tools.
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Editing Library
Note: Edits to this page are subject to review (help). (show details)

You are not logged in. Your IP address will be publicly visible if you make any edits. If you log in or create an account, your

edits will be attributed to a user name, among other benefits.

Content that violates any copyrights will be deleted. Encyclopedic content must be verifiable. Work submitted to Wikipedia can be edited,
used, and redistributed—by anyone—subject to certain terms and conditions.

Insert   –  —  °  ′  ″  ≈  ≠  ≤  ≥  ±  −  ×  ÷  ←  →  ·  §      Cite your sources: <ref></ref>

Edit summary (Briefly describe your changes)

By clicking the "Save page" button, you agree to the Terms of Use and you irrevocably agree to release your contribution under the CC BY-SA
3.0 License and the GFDL with the understanding that a hyperlink or URL is sufficient for CC BY-SA 3.0 attribution.

Submit changes  Show preview  Show changes  Cancel

[[File:Bibliothek St. Florian.jpg|thumb|St. Florian Library at [[Melk Abbey]] in Austria]]

A '''library''' is a collection of sources of information and similar resources, made accessible to a defined community for reference or borrowing.<ref>{{cite 
web|url=http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/library|title=Library - Definition and More from the Free Merriam-Webster 
Dictionary|work=merriam-webster.com}}</ref> It provides physical or digital access to material, and may be a physical building or room, or a virtual space, 
or both.<ref>"Library ... collection of books, public or private; room or building where these are kept; similar collection of films, records, computer routines, 
etc. or place where they are kept; series of books issued in similar bindings as set."--Allen, R. E., ed. (1984) ''The Pocket Oxford Dictionary of Current 
English''. Oxford: Clarendon Press; p. 421</ref> A library's collection can include [[book]]s, [[periodical]]s, [[newspaper]]s, [[manuscript]]s, [[film]]s, [[map 
collection|maps]], [[print room|prints]], [[document]]s, [[microform]], [[compact disc|CDs]], [[compact cassette|cassettes]], [[videotape]]s, [[DVD]]s, [[Blu-ray 
Disc]]s, [[e-book]]s, [[audiobook]]s, [[database]]s, and other formats. Libraries range in size from a few shelves of books to several million items. In Latin and 
Greek, the idea of [[bookcase]] is represented by ''Bibliotheca'' and ''Bibliothēkē'' (Greek: βιβλιοθήκη): derivatives of these mean ''library'' in many modern 
languages, e.g. French ''bibliothèque''.

The first libraries consisted of [[archive]]s of the [[Writing#The beginning of writing|earliest form of writing]]—the [[clay tablet]]s in [[cuneiform script]] 
discovered in [[Sumer]], some dating back to 2600 BC. Private or personal libraries made up of written books appeared in [[classical Greece]] in the 5th 
century BC. In the 6th century, at the very close of the [[Classical antiquity|Classical period]], the great libraries of the Mediterranean world remained those 
of [[Imperial Library of Constantinople|Constantinople]] and [[Library of Alexandria|Alexandria]].

A library is organized for use and maintained by a public body, an institution, a corporation, or a private individual. Public and institutional collections and 
services may be intended for use by people who choose not to—or cannot afford to—purchase an extensive collection themselves, who need material no 
individual can reasonably be expected to have, or who require professional assistance with their research. In addition to providing materials, libraries also 
provide the services of [[librarian]]s who are experts at finding and organizing information and at interpreting information needs. Libraries often provide 
quiet areas for studying, and they also often offer common areas to facilitate group study and collaboration. Libraries often provide public facilities for 
access to their electronic resources and the [[Internet]]. Modern libraries are increasingly being redefined as places to get unrestricted access to 
[[information]] in many formats and from many sources. They are extending services beyond the physical walls of a building, by providing material 
accessible by electronic means, and by providing the assistance of librarians in navigating and analyzing very large amounts of information with a variety of 
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